SEG 2009 – Conference Schedule

**Friday, March 27th**

2:00 – 3:00pm Registration (Courtyard, HPNP)

3:00 – 4:15pm **Session 1**
   Room G210
   Daniel Burnston (Georgia State)
   “Teleosemantics, Externalism, and the Content of Theoretical Concepts”
   Philosophy of Mind
   Comments by Edward Perez (University of Florida)

   Room G307
   Andrew Choi (Ohio State)
   “Acting on Instinct”
   Ethics, Philosophy of Action
   Comments by Marija Jankovic (University of Florida)

4:30 – 5:45pm **Session 2**
   Room G210
   Anders Floor (University of Texas, Austin)
   “Similarity as a Multiple Internal Relation and Its Relevance for Kripkenstein's Skeptical Problem”
   Philosophy of Language
   Comments by Kevin Savage (University of Florida)

   Room G307
   Peter Evans (University of Sydney)
   “Finding Time in Temporal Structure: Minkowski Spacetime and the Block Universe View”
   Metaphysics
   Comments by Eugenio Zaldivar (University of Florida)

6:00 – 7:15pm Keynote Address
   Room G114
   David Copp (University of Florida)
   “Toward a Pluralistic and Teleological Theory of Normativity”

7:15 – 8:30pm Reception
   Room G301

**Saturday, March 28th**

10:00 – 11:00am Breakfast and Registration
   Room G301A
11:00 – 12:15pm  **Session 1**
Room G210
Orlin Vakarelov (University of Arizona)
“The Historical Necessity of Life for Cognition”
Philosophy of Cognitive Science, Philosophy of Biology
Comments by Jared Poon (University of Florida)

Room G307
Flora Lee (Cornell)
“Reviving the Libertarian Flicker-of-Freedom Response to Indeterministic Frankfurt-Style Cases”
Free Will & Moral Responsibility
Comments by Kyle Fritz (University of Florida)

12:15 – 2:00pm  **Lunch Break**
2:15 – 3:30pm  **Session 2**
Room G210
Jada Twedt Strabbing (Princeton)
“Understanding Attributability”
Ethics
Comments by Brian Coffey (University of Florida)

Room G307
Jason Miller (Florida State)
“Strength of Will Without Will-Power: A Reply to Richard Holton”
Philosophy of Action
Comments by Alan Martin (University of Florida)

3:45 – 5:00pm  **Session 3**
Room G210
Robert Farley (University of Illinois, Chicago)
“Quine’s Indispensability Argument”
Philosophy of Mathematics, History of Analytic Philosophy
Comments by Ronald Claypool (University of Florida)

Room G307
Aaron Wilson (University of Miami)
“An Embedding Problem for Modal Expressivism”
Metaphysics, Philosophy of Language
Comments by David Tostenson (University of Florida)

5:15 – 6:30pm  **Faculty Speaker**
Room G114
Michael Jubien (University of Florida)
“Dualizing Materialism”

9:00pm – ?  **Unofficial Party**
Location: TBA